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How long will it take my books to arrive? Don’t forget to check with neighbours / sorting office / outhouses if you are out a lot! About Blackwell’s. Industry, Help, Paper, Professional Development, Self-Help, Economics, Business, Relationships, Personal Development, Self-Improvement. Publication Year. 2019. In my new book, Get Better: 15 Proven Practices to Build Effective Relationships at Work, I catalogue the 15 best and most effective methods to building an organization’s competitive advantage through better relationships. Practice 1: Wear Glasses That Work. One of the biggest challenges to working with others effectively is being overly invested in your version of the truth. The glasses we choose to wear each day are the beliefs through which we see ourselves and everything around us. If we’re too invested in our point of view, we may miss seeing the true potential in ourselves or others. Get Better book. Read 25 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A toolbox full of wisdom, an urgent starting point in finding possibil…Â Master communication, understand your emotions, and build effective relationships with Get Better. ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon.Â The author illustrates the “15 proven practices to build effective relationships at work” through separate chapters leading off with real life examples. He then delves into each concept by demonstrating how they were applied with individuals he encountered in the workforce. I received this well-written, inspirational book as a Goodreads giveaway. In authoring Get Better: 15 Practices to Build Effective Relationships at Work, Todd Davis makes the compelling case that the key to improving our effectiveness, relationships, and results is to begin getting better ourselves by focusing first on improving our own paradigms and behaviors. As we do, we increase our ability to influence those around us for good, starting with the important relationships in our personal and professional lives. Why put a priority on strengthening our effectiveness in building our key relationships? ; Because the strength of our relationships is the foundation for Take Your Sales to the Next Level Advanced Skills to Build Stronger Rela 22 11.61 MB 0. How To Study +The Car Care Book + Positive Ways to Deal with Negativity 0 6 15.10 MB 0. The Memory Book The Classic Guide to Improving Your Memory at Work, at 0.0 6.35 MB 0. The Memory Book - The Classic Guide to Improving Your Memory at Work, at 0.0 10.21 MB 0. The Memory Book - The Classic Guide to Improving Your Memory at Work, at 0.0 10.08 MB 0. comments (0).